Competing assessments of market-driven, sustainability-centered, and stakeholder-focused
approaches to the customer-brand relationships and performance

Highlights

• A stakeholder-focused strategy generally results in better performance than a marketdriven or sustainability-centered strategy.
• For tangible product firms (manufacturing firms), a sustainability-centered strategy is more
effective for firm performance than a market-driven or stakeholder-focused strategy.
• A firm’s strategy accounts for 89 to 96 percent of its business performance; meaning firms
can only control their own performance to that extent.
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Abstract
For over two decades, marketing strategy has centered on the importance of being
primarily market-driven to achieve superior customer-brand relationships and firm performance.
However, changes in the business environment have prompted some organizations to embrace
newer approaches to marketing strategy development, such as being sustainability-centered or
stakeholder-focused. Using a competing analysis framework, we assess the marketing
performance implications of these three approaches to marketing strategy development (i.e.,
market-driven, sustainability-centered, and stakeholder-focused) while accounting for other firm
and industry effects. The hypotheses are tested using secondary data involving 1,716 firms over a
four-year period. The results indicate that, in general, placing more emphasis on a broad set of
stakeholders (i.e., customers, employees, suppliers, shareholders, communities, and regulators)
when developing marketing strategy is more important in achieving superior performance than is
engaging in market-driven or sustainability-centered efforts. These findings support previous
research that social responsibility associated with a stakeholder-focused strategy has a positive
impact on customer-brand relationships resulting in performance. The results also indicate that
distinctive marketing strategies exist among tangible product firms, service firms, low/stable tech
firms, and high-tech firms.
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1. Introduction
Strategic marketing researchers have long been interested in uncovering why some
organizations outperform others (i.e., fostering and maintaining superior customer relationships).
The relationship marketing literature suggests that marketing strategies enacted and executed by
firms deeply shape the customer relationships with the firms (Colgate & Danaher, 2000). Research
over the last two decades in marketing strategy – based primarily on the market orientation
literature – has consistently found that those firms that acquire information about the needs and
wants of their customers and respond to this information by developing and implementing
strategies that target those customer needs outperform firms that do otherwise (e.g., Jaworski &
Kohli, 1993; Kirca, Jayachandran, & Bearden, 2005; Ruekert, 1992). Specifically, doing so
enhances healthy and enduring customer-brand relationships.
However, this traditional, market-driven approach to developing strong brand relationships
has recently, mainly in the last decade, been challenged by broader performance frameworks that
include social responsibility and ethics. This also results from the increasing attention which
customers have started giving to sustainable/green products and corporate social responsibility. 1
To cope with the changes in the business environment, some firms have shifted from the
traditional market-driven approach (e.g., Day, 1994) to embrace newer approaches to marketing
strategy development aimed at “doing good” (Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001). In doing so, consumerbrand relationships have effectively become associated with ethics and social responsibility (Park,
Kim, & Kwon, 2017), in essence integrating established frameworks from marketing strategy on
one hand and ethics and social responsibility on the other. More importantly, the brand value
associated with business ethics has been found to influence customers’ perceptions of the brand
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(Vitell et al., 2016), which in turn impacts customers’ relationships with the brand and
organizational performance (Fernández & Pinuer, 2016). Additionally, familiarity with social
responsibility has been shown to have a significant effect on the corporate identity, which in turn
affects purchase interaction (Prabu & Kline, 2005).
Sustainability is one approach to social responsibility that can be linked to marketing
strategies. The sustainability-centered approach focuses on delivering economic, social, and
environmental benefits simultaneously (e.g., Huang & Rust, 2011; Hunt, 2011). For instance, a
firm adopting the sustainability-centered approach may develop processes that minimize waste
and design products with low life-cycle costs, which can provide additional value to consumers
and ultimately lead to a competitive advantage (e.g., Hart, 1995; Sheth, Sethia, & Srinivas, 2011).
Sustainability is one of the most visible components of social responsibility that can differentiate
products and corporate identity to create social value, quality, and consumer loyalty (Ferrell,
Fraedrich, & Ferrell, 2017). Maio (2003) positions sustainability and social responsibility with
having major implications for brand management, and the image of the brand permeates all
corporate behaviors. More explicitly, by acknowledging a brand’s efforts on sustainability
improvement (i.e., producing sustainable green products and socially responsible products),
customers are likely to perceive the brand more favorably, thus fostering a better customer-brand
relationship such as more positive word of mouth (WOM) and more repurchases (Castaldo,
Perrini, Misani, & Tencati, 2009).
A broader approach to social responsibility and marketing strategy development is the
stakeholder-focused approach. This approach consists of developing mutually trusting and
cooperative relationships with multiple stakeholder groups (Jones, 1995). This requires firms to be
cognizant of the interests of different stakeholders and to develop strategies that are focused on
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addressing those interests (cf. Smith, Drumwright, & Gentile, 2010). A stakeholder refers to “any
group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the organization’s
objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 46), including the primary stakeholders of customers, employees,
suppliers, shareholders, communities, and regulators (Clarkson, 1995). According to the
stakeholder-focused approach, firms that implement strategies that are centered on meeting
stakeholder demands enhance brand equity (Torres, Bijmolt, Tribó, & Verhoef, 2012), achieve a
good reputation, reduce contracting costs, obtain a competitive advantage (e.g., Jones, 1995), and
are rewarded with superior financial performance (e.g., Berman, Wicks, Kotha, & Jones, 1999;
Choi & Wang, 2009) and improved shareholder value (Hillman & Keim, 2001). Maignan,
Gonzalez-Padron, Hult, & Ferrell (2011) operationalize this approach and empirically demonstrate
that stakeholder orientation has a strong positive association with market performance, financial
performance, reputation, and employee commitment. Related to this research, although customer
relationship seems to associate with one of the six primary stakeholder segments, firms’ endeavors
to satisfy other stakeholders’ needs may offer additional value to their customers (Castaldo et al.,
2009). For instance, when firms strive to meet the regulations required by the government, they
provide extended protections to their customers, which may be valued by customers and
exchanged for a premium price and loyalty. In other words, the relationships between customers
and brands can be strengthened via a stakeholder-focused strategy.
Interestingly, even though these different approaches to developing marketing strategies
have been examined independently (e.g., Daub & Ergenzinger, 2005; Greenley & Foxall, 1998;
Jaworski & Kohli, 1993), there are no studies that assess and compare the relative effects of these
approaches on customer-brand responses and firm performance (cf. Ferrell, Gonzalez-Padron,
Hult, & Maignan, 2010). This void is significant because, unless the three approaches are
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considered simultaneously, researchers and executives alike are left unsure about the approaches’
relative merit in cultivating a better customer-brand relationship and ultimately explaining
performance. In the world where firms battle for a better consumer-brand relationship (Kumar,
2015) and more approaches to developing marketing strategies (i.e., sustainability-centered or
stakeholder-focused) have emerged and gained popularity, a remaining practical dilemma
becomes more prominent: which approach should executives follow when developing marketing
strategies to achieve better performance? This question is crucial for firms’ survival and
prosperity. Furthermore, calls for research that broadens the scope of marketing strategy to
emphasize additional stakeholders beyond a select few (e.g., Bhattacharya & Korschun, 2008;
Hult, Mena, Ferrell, & Ferrell, 2011; Smith et al., 2010) have been largely ignored. Stakeholderfocused and sustainability-centered approaches have been linked directly to ethics and social
responsibility. The existence of these strategies can be examined for their relationship to both
social and financial performance.
To fill this gap, this research aims to achieve the following objectives. First, we assess
which marketing strategy development approach (i.e., market-driven, sustainability-centered, or
stakeholder-focused) is relatively more important to achieve superior performance, while
accounting for other firm and industry effects. Our fundamental contention is that developing and
deploying marketing strategies shape brand images and value propositions, the content that gets
communicated to customers, and products/services offered by brands, all of which eventually alter
customers’ perceptions of and experience with the firms and brands. Thus, different marketing
strategy approaches nurture various customer-brand relationships and result in variations in firm
performance. Second, we further examine the stakeholder-focused approach – being the broadest
marketing strategy of the three studied – by analyzing the differential effects of this form of
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marketing strategy across tangible product and service firms and across low/stable and high
technology firms.
To do this theoretically, we draw on long-covered topics in marketing strategy, such as
market orientation and marketing capabilities (market-driven approach), along with more recently
emphasized marketing strategy areas such as marketing exchanges with multiple stakeholders
(stakeholder-focused approach) and adherence to the triple bottom line rooted in the sustainability
and corporate social responsibility literatures (sustainability-centered approach). To accomplish
our objectives empirically, we also draw on the strategic group literature (e.g., Fiegenbaum &
Thomas, 1995) to delineate the three strategic groups that correspond to the market-driven,
stakeholder-focused, and sustainability-centered approaches. In addition, we select a broad firm
performance indicator (i.e., Tobin’s Q) over a more narrowly focused customer-related
performance indicator (i.e., customer satisfaction), in that Tobin’s Q is a logical outcome of how
well firms are doing with their customers (Rubera & Kirca, 2017; Wang & Kim, 2017), and prior
marketing strategy studies have commonly used Tobin’s Q as their performance indicator
(Vomberg, Homburg, & Bornemann, 2015). Moreover, the forward-looking nature of Tobin’s Q
(Vomberg, Homburg, & Bornemann, 2015) can capture the long-term impact of marketing
strategies (i.e., Huang, Zhu, & Brass, 2017). This is extremely important in our context because it
may take time for the three approaches studied to reveal their impacts on changing customers’
perceptions and evaluation of brands, and this forward-looking indicator can reflect these impacts
more precisely. Also, the firm and industry levels are included as control levels (i.e., the firm level
is a lower level phenomenon in relation to strategic groups while the industry level is higher;
Short, Ketchen, Palmer, & Hult, 2007) as these have been found to have significant effects on firm
performance (e.g., Short et al., 2007). The relationships studied are depicted in Figure 1. We test
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the model using a sample of firms from manufacturing and services industries (n=1,716) with data
from a four-year period.
Insert Figure 1 about here

2. Theoretical foundation and hypotheses
2.1. Marketing strategies, strategic groups, and firm performance
The notion that a firm’s economic and social performance is influenced by the strategy the
firm adopts has been studied in the strategic groups literature (e.g., Barney & Hoskisson, 1990;
Bhattacharya & Korschun, 2008; Caves & Porter, 1977; Fiegenbaum & Thomas, 1990; Lewis &
Thomas, 1990; Nair & Kotha, 2001; Porter, 1979; Vorhies & Morgan, 2003). Supporters contend
that strategic group membership, along with its related collective behavior, is a main driver of
durable performance differences among firms within an industry (e.g., Mehra, 1996). A strategic
group is defined as a cluster of firms competing in the same industry that implement similar
strategies (Porter, 1980). Firms within a strategic group closely resemble each other but differ
from firms outside the group on key strategic dimensions such as marketing approaches,
innovation, and scales of activity (Porter, 1979). Due to their similarity in structure, group
members are likely to recognize their mutual dependence, respond in the same manner to
competitive changes, and accurately anticipate each other’s reactions (Caves & Porter, 1977). This
behavioral congruence suggests that group members act as a reference group (Fiegenbaum &
Thomas, 1995). Firms benchmark group members and adjust their marketing strategies toward the
group target. Market-driven, sustainability-centered, and stakeholder-focused groups need to be
benchmarked to determine if they can have a positive effect on social and economic performance.
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In addition, the performance of these strategic groups has important implications for public policy
decisions and incentives for socially responsible business practices.
The literature on strategic groups has identified two explanations for variation in
performance outcomes across groups within an industry: the presence of mobility barriers (Caves
& Porter, 1977) and the existing conditions of rivalry (Cool & Dierickx, 1993). Mobility barriers
are factors that impede firms from moving from one strategic position to another (Porter, 1980).
These mobility barriers represent an investment in a collective capital asset whose benefits are
enjoyed among the firms within the group (McGee & Thomas, 1986). This translates into a
relative cost advantage for such firms over competitors in other groups, which would have to
engage in costly investments to overcome the barriers and enter the group (e.g., implement a
similar marketing strategy). Given that these investments are generally risky and the benefits
gained from them may not compensate for the costs incurred, they are expected to deter a firm’s
efforts to change groups, i.e., change from one marketing strategy to another (cf. Porter, 1979). As
a result, firms within a group have low costs associated with replicating the actions of their group
members while firms outside the group may have a substantial cost disadvantage that impedes
marketing imitation (Hatten & Hatten, 1987). In short, mobility barriers prevent firms in lowperforming groups from shifting into high-performing groups, thereby explaining critical
differences in performance (Nair & Kotha, 2001; Porter, 1980). Mobility could be a significant
barrier to the interests of society if resources are needed to shift to groups with a sustainability or
stakeholder focus. This could call for incentives from public policy decisions such as tax policies,
regulations, and legislation.
Intergroup rivalry in an industry is a function of market interdependence among groups
(i.e., the degree to which different strategic groups are targeting the same customers), the strategic
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distance between groups (i.e., the degree to which marketing strategies differ), and the number and
size of the groups (Porter, 1979). According to Porter (1980), a particular strategic group will be
most exposed to intergroup rivalry when it faces a larger number of groups that are relatively
equal in size, targets the same market segments, and implements different marketing strategies.
Excessive intergroup rivalry can reduce a firm’s profit (Nair & Kotha, 2001). Intragroup rivalry
can also have important implications for the performance of the firms (cf. Cool & Dierickx, 1993).
Specifically, firms within a strategic group (i.e., with a certain marketing strategy) may generate
above-normal returns to the extent that the group structure hinders the emergence of perfect
competition within it (Nair & Kotha, 2001).
Essentially, when a firm develops and deploys one type of marketing strategy in the
marketplace, customers’ perceptions of and experience with the firm may be altered accordingly
(Colgate & Danaher, 2000), thus updating their relationships with the firm and ultimately
influencing firm performance. In this research, we argue that this influence of marketing strategy
on firm performance is a function of the strategically relevant characteristics that define strategic
group membership, such as focusing simultaneously on multiple stakeholders’ interests
(stakeholder-focused strategic group), targeting the marketplace via market orientation efforts
(market-driven strategic group), or concentrating on sustainable development (sustainabilitycentered strategic group). Each strategy type’s focus resonates among firms in today’s
marketplace and offers unique marketing strategy-making and implementation guidelines.
Specifically, each marketing strategy type requires a different set of strategies, and any variation
in performance can be explained by the effectiveness of the marketing action signified by each
approach (Hatten & Hatten, 1987). In the following sections, we describe the three different
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strategic types (stakeholder-focused, market-driven, and sustainability-centered) and explain how
each influences customer perceptions and relationships, and eventually, firm performance.
2.1.1. Stakeholder-focused strategy
From a strategy development standpoint, firms adopting a stakeholder-focused strategy are
highly oriented toward addressing the interests of multiple stakeholders. Freeman (1984) saw the
stakeholder concept as going beyond profit maximization to encompass all groups with a stake in
the organization. Stakeholder theory holds that a particular group can be identified as a
stakeholder that merits managerial attention if it possesses at least one of the following attributes:
power, legitimacy, and urgency (Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997). We concentrate on primary
stakeholders, those that are crucial to the firm’s survival and continued market success (Clarkson,
1995). Primary stakeholders center on six segments in the marketplace and include customers,
employees, suppliers, shareholders, regulators, and communities. Drawing on resource
dependence theory, the importance of the six stakeholders lies in their capacity to furnish
resources that are critical to the firm’s ongoing operations (Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). It is the
dependence of the firm on such actors for resources that provide them with power over the firm
(Frooman, 1999). In turn, the possession of power classifies these actors as stakeholders worthy of
managerial attention (Mitchell, Agle, & Wood, 1997).
Stakeholder concepts are being integrated into marketing frameworks. A stakeholder
perspective is seen as compatible with Service-Dominant (S-D) logic in co-creation with
stakeholder domains, forming part of the marketing system (Frow & Payne, 2011). Since
marketing is no longer a separate business function, there is a general management responsibility
to integrate co-creation (S-D) logic into a broad network enterprise to include the interests of the
different stakeholders (Lusch & Webster, 2011). Working with stakeholders to co-create values
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and co-develop solutions to problems is seen as key to a stakeholder framework. Abela and
Murphy (2008) view emerging S-D logic as reducing or eliminating tensions between ethical and
financial performance. Shifting from profit maximization to co-creation of value becomes a
tangible resource to strengthen the integration of all the stakeholders. Rather than viewing
stakeholders as constituents, stakeholders are viewed as co-creators of value to the firm (Freeman
& Stewart, 2006).
Hence, firms that simultaneously attend to the needs of the six primary stakeholders deliver
more value and achieve superior firm performance (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Specifically,
relational interactions with the primary stakeholders can develop intangible, socially complex
resources, such as reputation and brand equity, which can, in turn, create value (Hillman & Keim,
2001). Because of the causal ambiguity of these strategic resources as well as their path-dependent
dimension, they are difficult to replicate (Harrison, Bosse, & Phillips, 2010; Kull, Mena, &
Korschun, 2016). In the context of strategic groups, these investments represent mobility barriers
that impede firms outside the stakeholder-focused strategic group from imitating strategic
decisions without considerable costs and significant elapsed time (McGee & Thomas, 1986).
These barriers enable the firms within the group to sustain their advantages over those firms
adopting other strategies (Porter, 1979).
Perceptions of a firm’s social responsibility stance rather than profit maximization are
influenced by marketing strategy related to branding, reputation building, and communications
(Stanaland, Lwin, & Murphy, 2011). There can be negative customer-brand attitudes when there
are ethical transgressions (Trump, 2014). It has been found that after misconduct associated with a
brand there is a negative impact on repurchase intentions (Huber, Vollhardt, Matthes, & Vogel,
2010). An example could be Volkswagen’s emission defeat device scandal. The company’s
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reputation crumbled after it used software to detect when the vehicle was undergoing emissions
testing, which adversely affected the company’s relationship with its existing and prospective
customers. This was confirmed by VW America’s former Chief Executive Officer, Martin
Winterkorn, who said the company “had broken the trust of our customers and the public.” This
example illustrates that the consequences of failing to recognize the importance of primary
stakeholders (i.e., customers, regulators, shareholders, and communities) include damaged
customer-brand relationships and firm performance.
2.1.2. Market-driven strategy
Based mainly in the market orientation literature, a market-driven strategy emphasizes
customers (e.g., Kohli & Jaworski, 1990), employees (e.g., Narver & Slater, 1990), and supplier
relationships (e.g., Day, 1994; Matsuno & Mentzer, 2000) and places relatively less emphasis on
other stakeholders (e.g., shareholders, regulators, and communities). As discussed extensively in
the market orientation literature, customers are central to market-driven firms. For instance,
Narver and Slater (1990) identify customer orientation as an essential behavioral component of a
market orientation, while Deshpande, Farley, and Webster (1993) argue that a customer
orientation is, in some way, synonymous with a market orientation. Further, Webster (1992) views
customer relationships as the firm’s key strategic resource. As such, firms that put their customers’
interests first achieve superior performance (Deshpande et al., 1993). This entails a sufficient
understanding of the firm’s current and potential customers (Narver & Slater, 1990), which can be
obtained through the generation and dissemination of market intelligence across the different units
within a firm (Kohli & Jaworski, 1990). Those firms that invest substantial resources in
understanding their customers and that coordinate the marketing actions in all the functions of the
firm attain a competitive advantage (Slater & Narver, 1994).
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The second type of relationship that firms which adopt a market-driven strategy focus on is
employees. The importance of employee relationships is captured in the inter-functional
coordination component of Narver and Slater’s (1990) framework of market orientation.
Specifically, firms must draw upon and effectively integrate their human resources to be able to
create superior value for their customers. This requires the marketing function to be sensitive and
responsive to the needs of the other units and functions within the firm. Another reason firms
nurture employee relationships is because of the direct impact satisfied employees can have on
performance outcomes, such as on the level of customer satisfaction (Homburg & Stock, 2004).
Market-driven firms also concentrate on supplier relationships when formulating and
implementing marketing strategies. The inclusion of a supplier focus in market-driven strategy is
rooted in Day (1994), who suggests that market-driven firms seek “closer, more collaborative
relationships with suppliers based on a high level of coordination, participation in joint programs,
and close communication links” (Day, 1994, pp. 44-45). Matsuno and Mentzer (2000) and
Matsuno, Mentzer, and Rentz (2000) provide a further rationale that market-driven strategy is
exemplified by firms that are cognizant of their suppliers’ needs. Specifically, Matsuno et al.
(2000) expand Kohli, Jaworski, and Kumar’s (1993) market orientation scale (MARKOR) to
incorporate suppliers into assessments of intelligence generation (e.g., whether the firm spends
time with its suppliers to learn about their business), intelligence dissemination (e.g., whether the
firm has cross-functional meetings regularly to discuss market developments regarding suppliers),
and responsiveness (e.g., whether the firm is slow to start new business with new suppliers). In
essence, supplier relationships can be instrumental to the firm’s ability to achieve its marketdriven objectives (Buchanan, 1992). For instance, suppliers can help drive down a firm’s cost
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structure (Cannon & Homburg, 2001), and interactions between the firm and its suppliers can lead
to both incremental and radical innovations (Roy, Sivakumar, & Wilkinson, 2004).
A market-driven strategy focuses more on a limited set of stakeholders that are directly
related to marketing decisions, financial outcomes, and customer satisfaction (Kumar & Reinartz,
2016). As such, the aim that firms with a market-driven strategy have is to satisfy customers’
needs using good products/services with competitive prices, which intuitively contributes to better
customer relationships and firm performance. However, compared to a stakeholder and
sustainability focus, this strategy is less concerned with the social responsibility interface and
more reactive than proactive in addressing social and environmental issues from a public policy
perspective.
2.1.3. Sustainability-centered strategy
Sustainability-centered strategies are focused on achieving sustainable development by
adhering to the philosophy of the “triple bottom line” – economic, environmental, and social
performance (e.g., Chabowski, Mena, & Gonzalez-Padron, 2011). As an example, Toyota has long
embraced sustainability by experimenting with fuel technologies that not only meet but also raise
industry standards (Toyota, 2017); by actively supporting recycling efforts; by participating in the
hybrid/electric vehicle initiative; and by supporting education (Toyota, 2016). Brand equity can
have many sources of support, including both internal and external support for a sustainabilitycentered strategy. These initiatives helped Toyota secure a good reputation, which in turn provided
the company with a competitive edge, such as an increase in brand value (Kiley, 2007).
Adherence to the triple bottom line entails simultaneously and equally addressing the
demands of shareholders (i.e., economic performance), regulators (i.e., environmental
performance), and the community (i.e., social performance) when developing and executing
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strategies. With respect to economic performance, the primary interest of shareholders is to
increase their returns (Day & Fahey, 1988; Rao & Bharadwaj, 2008). Firms that focus on
enhancing shareholder value implement strategies that bring financial benefits exceeding the costs
incurred (Day & Fahey, 1988; Srivastava, Shervani, & Fahey, 1998). This ensures the continuing
operations of the firm, which also has a positive impact on the firm’s external economic
environment, for instance, by providing employment (cf. Hart, 1997).
Firms adopting a sustainability-centered strategy also attend to regulators, given their
influence on the firm’s environment. For instance, several studies provide empirical evidence that
regulatory forces lead to the integration of environmental issues into the firm’s strategic plans
(e.g., Banerjee, Iyer, & Kashyap, 2003). Henriques and Sadorsky (1996) find that among different
stakeholders, regulators have the greatest impact on a firm’s likelihood to implement an
environmental plan. This focus on regulators and regulations helps firms introduce better
environmental practices and enhances their competitiveness (Buysse & Verbeke, 2003; Porter &
van der Linde, 1995). In fact, environmental regulations can foster innovation, reduction of
product costs, and continuous improvement (Porter & van der Linde, 1995).
Sustainability-centered strategy also focuses on the community, due to its potential impact
on social performance. Community stakeholders include nongovernmental organizations,
geographic communities, and special interest groups organized around a political or social cause
(Kassinis & Vafeas, 2006). These groups are particularly important given that they can influence
public opinion in favor of or against a firm (Henriques & Sadorsky, 1999). In this context,
improved social performance results from allocating company resources to social areas such as
support to local schools and housing initiatives for the disadvantaged (Waddock & Graves, 1997).
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Social performance, in turn, may lead to a competitive advantage and superior economic
performance (Brammer & Millington, 2008; Waddock & Graves, 1997).
Among all three dimensions of the sustainability-centered strategy, environmental
performance and social performance especially influence a company’s reputation and how
customers perceive it when evaluating competing brands. For instance, thirty-six percent of
surveyed customers showed interest in purchasing an environmental car (i.e., electric vehicles) in
2016, increasing by five percent compared to 2015. 2 This significantly growing interest in
environmental cars demonstrates that customers value sustainable products and are more likely to
build relationships with firms/brands that are sustainability-centered (Liu, Yan, & Zhou, 2017). In
turn, these companies outperform others who do not emphasize sustainability.
A sustainability-centered strategy embraces multiple stakeholders and is aligned with
social responsibility. However, this approach is not as broad as a stakeholder approach because the
main focus is on environmental issues as they link to economic and social issues. A sustainabilitycentered approach is mainly instrumental in that marketing strategies focus on specific outcomes
related to financial performance and the social and environmental well-being of key stakeholders
such as communities. A sustainability-centered strategy has a strong public policy dimension.
Existing public policy has developed incentives for engaging in this strategy.
Building on the previous discussion of market-driven, stakeholder-focused, and
sustainability-centered marketing strategies, it follows that firm performance varies across the
three strategic types and that this variation in performance can be explained within an industry by
the firm’s strategic group membership (e.g., Short et al., 2007). As such, firm performance is
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shaped, in part, by whether a firm develops and implements stakeholder-focused, market-driven,
or sustainability-centered marketing strategies. Stated formally:
H1:

Firm performance within industries varies across each of the three strategic groups
associated with the (a) market-driven approach, (b) stakeholder-focused approach,
and (c) sustainability-centered approach.

2.2. Relative effects of the three marketing strategies
Stakeholder theory predicts that adopting a stakeholder-focused strategy is relatively more
important for firm performance than either the market-driven or sustainability-centered
approaches. A firm exemplifying a stakeholder-focused strategy seeks to satisfy the demands of
all the primary stakeholders (Clarkson, 1995). As we have discussed before, this perspective of
marketing strategy is more comprehensive in nature than both the market-driven and the
sustainability-centered strategies. On the other hand, the market-driven and the sustainabilitycentered groups emphasize some stakeholders, while downplaying others. However, paying
simultaneous attention to the legitimate interests of all the primary stakeholders has important
implications for building a brand reputation (Hillman & Keim, 2001) and firm performance
(Donaldson & Preston, 1995). More specifically, compared to a stakeholder-focused strategy, a
market-driven strategy is less concerned with the social responsibility interface and more reactive
in addressing social and environmental issues. On the other hand, a sustainability-centered
approach is mainly instrumental in that marketing strategies focus on specific outcomes related to
financial performance and the social and environmental well-being of key stakeholders such as
communities. Logically, firms with a stakeholder-focused strategy can better communicate their
core values and propositions pertaining to ethics and social responsibility with the customers and
offer more valuable products/services as well. This is especially true in the current situation with
customers paying attention to and valuing ethics and social responsibility more than ever. These
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customers perceive firms with a stakeholder-focused strategy as more favorable, resulting in
enhanced customer-brand relationships and firm performance.
In addition, the intangible, socially complex resources that this stakeholder-focused
strategy can create (Hillman & Keim, 2001) constitute mobility barriers that are difficult to
overcome (Harrison et al., 2010). In turn, these barriers can also explain why firms with a
stakeholder-focused strategy persistently have superior firm performance than firms defined by the
two other strategies (Porter, 1980). As such, according to stakeholder theory, defining marketing
strategy based on stakeholders results in a greater effect on performance than strategies defined by
market-driven or sustainability-centered approaches:
H2:

Firm performance within an industry varies across types of strategic groups, with
the stakeholder-focused strategy effect being greater than either the market-driven
or sustainability-centered strategy effects.

Beyond our overarching predictions in H1 and H2, we develop additional hypotheses
centered on the stakeholder-focused strategy, as it is the broadest of the three strategy types and
conjectured to impart the strongest impact on firm performance. Previous research has shown that
tangible product and service firms have uniquely different characteristics that affect strategy (e.g.,
Berry, 1999), as do low/stable and high technology firms (e.g., Slater, Hult, & Olson, 2007). As
such, we expect the effect of a firm’s stakeholder-focused strategy to vary according to these
segmentation variables as well.
2.3. Product vs. service firms and stakeholder-focused strategy
Important differences exist between tangible products and services that impact firms’
strategies and the effectiveness of these strategies (e.g., Berry, 1999). Two distinctions of service
firms are especially relevant in the context of this study. First, the production and consumption
processes occur simultaneously in services (Zeithaml, Parasuraman, & Berry, 1985). Since
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customers are present during the service delivery, every service encounter represents an
opportunity for the firm to develop a relationship with customers (Bitner, 1995). Second, the
intangibility of services makes it nearly impossible for customers to evaluate the service offerings
prior to experiencing them (Berry, 1995). Hence, it is essential for service firms to build
relationships that are based on trust by openly communicating with customers and by operating
with high standards of conduct that surpass legality (Berry, 1995). Due to these characteristics, the
“nature of service businesses is relationship based” – which is not necessarily the case for tangible
product firms (Grönroos, 1995, p. 252).
Relatedly, the concept of relationship marketing is closely connected to services marketing
and has relevance for marketing strategy making (e.g., Grönroos, 1994; Morgan & Hunt, 1994).
Relationship marketing refers to “all marketing activities directed toward establishing, developing,
and maintaining relational exchanges” (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). In a meta-analysis of the
effectiveness of relationship marketing, Palmatier, Dant, Grewel, and Evans (2006) found that
building and maintaining strong customer relationships is, in general, more effective for
performance in services relative to products. Service-dominant (S-D) logic rests its foundation on
working with external stakeholders to create value and social performance (Vargo & Lusch,
2004). Similar to but more expansive than relationship marketing, stakeholder theory centers on
the importance of developing and nurturing relationships with a variety of stakeholders including
customers to achieve superior performance (e.g., Jones, 1995). Given that service firms inherently
manage relationships with customers and other stakeholders to deliver their intangible offerings, it
follows that these firms are more adept than tangible product firms in building and maintaining
these relationships. This leads stakeholder-focused service firms to have a greater effect on
performance than tangible product firms. Therefore, we predict that:
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H3:

Stakeholder-focused strategy is associated with greater explained variance in firm
performance in service firms than in tangible product firms.

2.4. Low/stable vs. high technology firms and stakeholder-focused strategy
Developing and executing marketing strategies that respond to the demands of multiple
stakeholders is not an easy task given that stakeholder demands are seldom congruent (e.g.,
Donaldson & Preston, 1995). This is especially challenging for firms that operate in high
technology industries where “time-to-market and timing are critical, the rate of technological
change is rapid, and the nature of future competition and markets difficult to determine” (Teece,
Pisano, & Shuen, 1997, p. 515). Hence, high technology firms not only have to deal with the
stakeholders’ competing demands, but they have to do so within an environment characterized by
a constant state of flux and uncertainty. As such, the effectiveness of high tech firms’ stakeholderfocused strategies is affected by factors that reside outside of the firms’ control. On the other hand,
firms that compete in low/stable technology industries do not experience as much change in the
environment. Therefore, they have more time and a greater opportunity to learn what their
stakeholders expect, implement marketing strategies that address these expectations, evaluate how
effective their strategies are, and make any necessary adjustments to their strategies to better
satisfy the stakeholders. Their effective stakeholder-focused strategies help transfer the messages
about their image and core values to customers more efficiently, thus altering customers’
perceptions and advancing customer relationships. We predict that:
H4:

Stakeholder-focused strategy is associated with greater explained variance in firm
performance in low/stable tech firms than in high tech firms.
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3. Method
3.1. Data collection
The dataset to test the research hypotheses was developed by combining objective
secondary data from the Kinder Lydenburg Domini Statistical Tool for Analyzing Trends in Social
and Environmental Performance (KLD STATS) and Standard & Poor’s Compustat database for a
span of four years (t0, t1, t2, and t3). A lagged structure was adopted for the analysis to be able to
make causal inferences. Strategic group traits for the market-driven, sustainability-centered, and
stakeholder-focused approaches used data from t0 and t1, while firm performance was based on
data from t2 and t3. Two control levels – the firm and industry levels – were included as dummy
coded variables in the multilevel analysis (Short et al., 2007). Data from each two-year period
were averaged to provide more stable measures than single year data (cf. Bahadir, Bharadwaj, &
Srivastava, 2008). Complete data from KLD and Compustat for all measures and years were
obtained for n=1,716 firms. Table 1 reports the sample sizes for the various segments and different
levels (firm, strategic group, and industry levels).
Insert Table 1 about here
KLD is a dataset of firms rated by KLD Research and Analytics, Inc., a social investment
firm, since 1991 (starting with 650 firms in 1991 and now including more than 3,000 firms). Often
referred to as the KLD dataset, MSCI Global Socially Responsible Indices took over the KLD
indices in 2010. Through their commercial database of corporate ratings, SOCRATES, KLD
Research Analytics, Inc. provides ratings on over 90 indicators in seven major areas including
community, corporate governance, diversity, employee relations, environment, human rights, and
products. The indicators include both positive and negative ratings (strengths and concerns). The
ratings are based on an integration of five sources: (1) direct communication with firms, (2) global
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research firms, (3) media, (4) public documents, and (5) government and NGO information. KLD
has been used in a variety of studies in marketing (e.g., Sen & Bhattacharya, 2001) and
management (e.g., Berman et al., 1999; Hillman & Keim, 2001; Waddock & Graves, 1997).
Compustat includes fundamental financial and market information data on about 24,000
active and 10,000 inactive publicly held firms in the U.S. and Canada. The database provides
thousands of income statement, balance sheet, statement of cash flows, and supplemental data
items. Compustat has been used in numerous marketing studies to measure performance-related
variables. For example, prior marketing studies have used Compustat variables in conjunction
with studying brands in mergers and acquisitions (Bahadir et al., 2008), customer satisfaction (Luo
& Homburg, 2008), brand portfolio strategy (Morgan & Rego, 2009), and innovation related to
consumer-packaged goods (Sorescu & Spanjol, 2008).
The firms in the overall sample averaged $14,705 million in total assets (std dev = 92,988),
total liabilities of $12,026 million (std dev = 86,338), net income of $327 million (std dev =
1,930), and revenue of $5,179 million (std dev = 18,255) for 2007. The firms were distributed into
broadly categorized industries: agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (n=4, NAICS codes: 111-115);
minerals (n=77, NAICS codes: 211-213); construction (n=28, NAICS codes: 233-235);
manufacturing (n=834, NAICS codes: 311-339 and 511); transportation, communications, and
utilities (n=197, NAICS codes: 221, 481-493, and 513); wholesale trade (n=38, NAICS codes:
421-422); retail trade (n=167, NAICS codes: 441-454); finance, insurance, and real estate (n=490,
NAICS codes: 521-533); and service industries (n=309, NAICS codes: 512, 514, and 541-814).
The industry of public administration (NAICS codes: 921-928) had no firms with complete data.
Given these industry sizes, we can detect a medium strategic group effect (i.e., a medium portion
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of variance in market performance will be explained by the strategic group; Ferguson & Ketchen,
1999).
3.2. Defining marketing strategies via strategic groups
As theoretically justified earlier in the paper, the formation of strategic groups was based
on three approaches: stakeholder-focused approach (involving customers, suppliers, employees,
regulators, shareholders, and the community), market-driven approach (customers, suppliers, and
employees), and sustainability-centered approach (regulators, shareholders, and the community).
The measures to assess these dimensions were obtained from KLD STATS. We included a battery
of formative measures used in several previous studies: 6 items for customers, 20 items for
employees, 3 items for suppliers, 9 items for shareholders, 7 items for regulators, and 20 items for
community based on theoretically defined properties. These items centered on issues such as “the
company’s products have notable social benefits that are highly unusual or unique for its industry”
(customers); “the company has outstanding employee benefits or other programs addressing
work/life concerns, e.g., childcare, elder care, or flextime” (employees); “the company does at
least 5% of its subcontracting, or otherwise has a demonstrably strong record on purchasing or
contracting, with women- and/or minority-owned businesses” (suppliers); “the company owns
between 20% and 50% of another company that KLD has cited as having an area of social
strength, or is more than 20% owned by a firm that KLD has rated as having social strengths”
(shareholders); “the company has shown markedly responsible leadership on public policy issues
and/or has an exceptional record of transparency and accountability concerning its political
involvement in state or federal-level U.S. politics, or in non-U.S. politics” (regulators); and “the
company has consistently given over 1.5% of trailing three-year net earnings before taxes to
charity, or has otherwise been notably generous in its giving” (community).
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The scores for each dimension were adjusted based on the number of items to standardize
the effects (cf. Graves & Waddock, 1994). For each dimension, we calculated a total score by
adding KLD items that were labeled as strengths and subtracting those labeled concerns. The
average scores ranged from -.86 to .92 for community ( x = -.00), -2.00 to 1.00 for suppliers ( x = .07), -1.60 to .00 for regulators ( x = -.08), -1.00 to 1.00 for employees ( x = -.10), -2.00 to 1.00 for
customers ( x = -.12), and -1.33 to .50 for shareholders ( x = -.13).
A two-stage clustering procedure was used to group firms into strategic groups within each
industry. A two-stage procedure is valuable because it increases the validity of the final cluster
solutions obtained for each of the approaches, i.e., market-driven, sustainability-centered, and
stakeholder-focused approaches (e.g., Ketchen & Shook, 1996). Specifically, we used hierarchical
clustering (i.e., Ward’s method) to determine the number of appropriate groups in each broad
industry category as well as their cluster centroids. Following standard practice, we used the
largest percentage change in the agglomeration coefficient to suggest the optimal number of
strategic groups in each broad industry. The cluster centroids were then used as the starting point
for a non-hierarchical clustering procedure (i.e., K-means). Criterion validity was assessed through
MANOVA significance tests following the procedures recommended by Ketchen and Shook
(1996). As expected, the F-tests from Wilks’s lambda, provided by the MANOVA, indicated
significant differences in firm performance based on strategic group membership for all industries
in the overall sample (p<.01).
3.3. Controlling for firm and industry effects
In the context of research on strategic groups, firm and industry levels have been shown to
have an effect on firm performance (e.g., Short et al., 2007). As such, they are both included as
control levels in this study to better understand the effects of the strategic group level. The firm
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level is modeled as level 1 in the hierarchical linear multilevel modeling and the industry level is
modeled as level 3, with the strategic group level being level 2 (e.g., Short et al., 2007). A number
of theoretical reasons can be used to include the firm and industry levels, beyond controlling for
their possible effects on performance. Theoretically, we find their inclusion primarily on the
resource-based view (firm level) and industrial organization economics (industry level) in
accordance with previous studies (e.g., Short et al., 2007).
The resource-based view of the firm (RBV) focuses on firm-level effects to explain longlived variation in performance outcomes across firms within the same industry (e.g., Peteraf,
1993). Specifically, it identifies the firm’s idiosyncratic resources as the primary determinant of
competitive advantage and firm performance (Barney, 1991). The RBV portrays resources as
those tangible and intangible assets and capabilities possessed by a firm that enable the firm to
implement valuable strategies that improve its efficiency and effectiveness (Barney, 1991;
Wernerfelt, 1984). Firm resources include brand names, patents, corporate culture, trade contacts,
knowledge, management skills, and efficient procedures (Barney, 1986, 1991; Grant, 1991;
Wernerfelt, 1984). Several empirical studies have found the firm level to have substantial
explanatory power in terms of performance (e.g., Mauri & Michaels, 1998; Short et al., 2007).
Regarding the industry level, industrial organization economics (IO) is perhaps the most
dominant view used to explain the importance of industry effects (Bain, 1956; Mason, 1939). The
structure-conduct-performance (SCP) paradigm within IO proposes that the structural elements of
an industry influence the strategies (conduct) firms can pursue, which in turn determine their
performance (Roquebert, Phillips, & Westfall, 1996). As such, the industry is the main unit of
analysis, and the industry structure in which the firm operates is seen as the primary determinant
of firm performance (Hawawini, Subramanian, & Verdin, 2003). Support for the notion that the
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industry in which the firm operates shapes the firm (Scott & Davis, 2007) and in turn has an
impact on its firm performance can be found in a number of studies. Specifically, previous
research has examined the relative influence of firm and industry characteristics on firm
performance by using various variance components models (e.g., McGahan & Porter, 1997;
Roquebert et al., 1996; Rumelt, 1991; Schmalensee, 1985). Although there is some discrepancy in
the results with regards to the magnitude of the effects, these studies provide evidence that
industry conditions influence firm profitability and should be controlled for when examining
strategic group effects.
As depicted in Figure 1, the three levels are integrated with one another such that both the
strategic group and the industry to which a firm is associated shape the firm, which in turn has an
effect on the firm’s performance. Our primary focus in this research is on level 2, the strategic
group level, where we model the effects of a firm’s market-driven, stakeholder-focused, and
sustainability-centered strategies, respectively. To better understand the relative effects of a certain
marketing strategy, with specific hypotheses for the stakeholder-focused approach, we also
include segmentation variables.
3.4. Inclusion of segmentation variables
Figure 1 portrays two segmentation (moderating) variables in the multilevel framework.
These include product vs. service firms and low/stable vs. high technology firms, which are used
to examine the relationships in Hypotheses 3 and 4. Specifically, the product-focused firms are
those in agriculture, forestry, and fisheries (n=4, NAICS codes: 111-115); minerals (n=77, NAICS
codes: 211-213); construction (n=28, NAICS codes: 233-235); and manufacturing (n=834, NAICS
codes: 311-339 and 511). A total of n=825 firms are mainly focused on delivering products based
on their industry classification. The service-focused firms are those in transportation,
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communications, and utilities (n=197, NAICS codes: 221, 481-493, and 513); wholesale trade
(n=38, NAICS codes: 421-422); retail trade (n=167, NAICS codes: 441-454); finance, insurance,
and real estate (n=490, NAICS codes: 521-533); and service industries (n=309, NAICS codes:
512, 514, and 541-814). A total of n=891 firms are mainly focused on delivering services.
The identification of the low/stable vs. high technology firms is based on the American
Electronics Association’s (AeA, 2003) classification of high tech industries. Founded in 1943,
AeA is the largest high-tech trade association in the U.S. Forty-nine industries, at the six-digit
level of NAICS, adhere to AeA’s core definition of what constitutes a high-tech industry: “an
industry had to be a maker/creator of technology, whether it is in the form of products,
communications, or services” (AeA, 2003, p. 4). These 49 industries fall into 16 industry
categories: computer and peripheral equipment, communications equipment, consumer
electronics, electronic components, semiconductors, defense electronics, measuring and control
instruments, electromedical equipment, photonics, communications services, software publishers,
computer systems design and related services, internet services, engineering services, R&D testing
labs, and computer training. A total of n=317 firms of n=1,716 total firms are classified as high
technology firms. The firms in the remaining NAICS classifications are considered either low or
stable technology firms (n=1,399).
3.5. Measuring firm performance
We focus on Tobin’s Q as our firm performance measure. Of the myriad of performance
measures used previously in multilevel studies, Tobin’s Q has been the most common in a variety
of marketing studies (e.g., Anderson, Fornell, & Mazvancheryl, 2004; Lee & Grewal, 2004; Luo
& Bhattacharya, 2006; Luo & Donthu, 2006; Rao, Agarwal, & Dahloff, 2004; Sorescu & Spanjol,
2008). More importantly, Tobin’s Q centers on “market performance” and, as such, aligns more
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closely with marketing strategy making and marketing implementation than return measures
which are often used in multilevel studies (e.g., ROA). Tobin’s Q was developed by James Tobin
(1978), a Nobel laureate in economics, based on the concept that the collective market value of all
firms on the stock market should be equal to their replacement costs. The formula for Q includes
“the sum of the market value of equity, the book value of debt, and deferred taxes divided by the
book value of total assets minus intangible assets” (Thomas & Waring, 1999, p. 739). The average
Tobin’s Q for t2 and t3 is 1.40 (with a range of .60 to 12.78 and std dev = .77).
3.6. Hierarchical linear modeling (HLM)
Testing of the multilevel effects on Tobin’s Q in the overall and segmented samples (i.e.,
product vs. service firms; low/stable vs. high tech firms) was done via hierarchical linear modeling
(Raudenbush, Bryk, Cheong, & Congdon, 2004). HLM is particularly appropriate for this study
because of the hierarchical nature of the data (i.e., firms are nested in strategic groups which are
nested in industries) and because it provides for simultaneous partitioning of the variancecovariance components (Bryk & Raudenbush, 1992).
A three-level model was used to test the effects of firms (level-1) nested within strategic
groups (level-2) nested within industries (level-3). The level-1 model corresponds to the Tobin’s
Q performance of each firm as a function of a strategic group mean and random error. Thus,
performanceijk = π0jk + eijk, where performanceijk is the average performance for Tobin’s Q of firm
i in strategic group j and industry k. π0jk is the mean performance of strategic group j in industry k.
eijk is a random firm effect (the deviation of firm ijk’s score from the strategic group mean). The
effects are assumed to be normally distributed with a zero mean and variance σ2. The subscripts i,
j, and k designate firms, strategic groups, and industries with i = 1,2,…, njk firms within strategic
group j in industry k; j = 1,2,…, Jk strategic groups within industry k; and k = 1,2,…, K industries.
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The level-2 (strategic group) and level-3 (industry) models follow a similar format to that
of the level-1 model. As such, the level-2 model examines each of the strategic group’s means,
π0jk, as an outcome that varies randomly around the industry mean: π0jk = β00k + r0jk, where β00k is
the strategic group Tobin’s Q mean in industry k. r0jk is a random strategic group effect (the
deviation of strategic group jk’s mean from the industry mean). Similar to the level-1 assumptions,
these effects are assumed to be normally distributed with a zero mean and variance τπ. The level-3
model corresponds to the variability among industries, with the industry mean (β00k) varying
randomly around a grand mean: β00k = γ000 + u00k, where γ000 is the grand mean. u00k is the random
industry effect (the deviation of industry k’s mean from the grand mean). These effects are also
assumed to be normally distributed and have a zero mean and variance τβ.
As in many HLM studies, our objective in analyzing the three-level model is to partition
the total variance in performanceijk (i.e., Tobin’s Q) into its components for the overall sample and
the four segmented samples: among firms within strategic groups (σ2), among strategic groups
within industries (τπ), and among industries (τβ). This variance component partitioning allows for
the estimation of the variance that can be attributed to firms within strategic groups [σ2/ (σ2 + τπ
+ τβ)], to strategic groups within industries [τπ / (σ2 + τπ + τβ)], and among industries [τβ / (σ2 +
τπ + τβ)]. However, our main focus is placed on the strategic group level given the focus of the
study, the corporate firm effects modeled, and the coarse-grained industry categorization
employed. The hierarchical linear and nonlinear modeling software HLM 7.03 was used to
conduct the analyses (Raudenbush et al., 2004).
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4. Results
Our clustering procedures resulted in an average of 1.89 groups per industry using the
stakeholder-focused approach (range: 1-3 groups), 2.56 groups using the market-driven approach
(range: 1-5 groups), and 2.33 groups using the sustainability-centered approach (range: 1-4
groups). As indicated earlier, Table 1 reports on the number of firms, strategic groups, and
industries covered in each analysis. Table 2 summarizes variance components and percent of total
variance that is explained by the firm, strategic group, and industry levels in the 15 HLM models
for the overall, segmented samples (product vs. service firms and low/stable tech vs. high tech
firms), and type of strategic group used (stakeholder-focused, market-driven, or sustainabilitycentered group). Initially, we report the results of the firm and industry levels, followed by the
strategic group level, which is the main focus of the study.
Insert Table 2 about here
4.1. Firm and industry effects on firm performance
Our analysis revealed that the variance accounted for by the firm level on the firm
performance varied from 89.23 to 96.21 percent across sample types (p<.05). The variances
accounted for in the overall analyses were all at the low end of the 90 percent range: 91.34 percent
for stakeholder-focused, 91.97 percent for market-driven, and 92.25 percent for sustainabilitycentered. Regarding the product vs. service segments, the firm level explained a greater amount of
the variance in Tobin’s Q in all three models for the service firms (ranging from 93.32 to 94.04
percent) than in the tangible product firms (ranging from 89.23 to 90.03 percent). Similarly, in the
low/stable tech vs. high tech analyses, we found that the firm level explained a greater amount of
the variance in each of the high tech models (ranging from 95.46 to 96.21 percent) compared with
the low/stable tech firms (ranging from 91.18 to 92.42 percent). The variances that are attributed
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to the firm level compare to other multilevel studies involving the firm level (e.g., McGahan &
Porter, 1997; Rumelt, 1991) and are consistent with the high firm-level variances using Tobin’s Q
as the performance variable (Short et al., 2007).
In addition, the variance accounted for by the industry level of analysis varied from .72 to
9.42 percent across all samples. Eleven of the 15 samples had the industry level significant at
p<.05, one was significant at p<.10 (low/stable tech firms using stakeholder-focused strategic
groups), and three samples had non-significant industry levels (service firms using stakeholderfocused groups, high tech firms using stakeholder-focused groups, and high-tech firms using
sustainability-centered groups). Regarding the product vs. service segments, the industry level
explained a greater amount of the variance in firm performance in all three models for the tangible
product firms (ranging from 8.00 to 9.42 percent) compared with the service firms (ranging from
1.74 to 5.00 percent). Similarly, in the low/stable tech vs. high tech analyses, we found that the
industry level explained a greater amount of the variance in each of the low/stable tech models
(ranging from 2.60 to 6.36 percent) compared with the high-tech firms (ranging from .72 to 4.27
percent).
4.2. Marketing strategy effects on firm performance
A number of interesting results were identified for the strategic group level that
incorporated the market-driven, sustainability-centered, and stakeholder-focused strategies,
respectively. The variances accounted for by the strategic group level ranged from .01 to 6.22
percent across all segments and strategy types. The group level was significant for the stakeholderfocused, market-driven, and sustainability-centered models in the overall analyses. The
stakeholder-focused strategy achieved a variance of 5.58 percent compared with 1.77 percent for
market-driven strategy and 1.42 percent for sustainability-centered strategy (p<.05). Thus, these
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results support Hypothesis 1 as well as Hypothesis 2, which posits that the stakeholder-focused
strategy effect is greater than either the market-driven or sustainability-centered strategy effects.
When we delved deeper into the complexities of the analyses and results, we found that the
results and significance levels varied in the segmented samples. For the models involving the
stakeholder-focused strategy, the group level was significant at the p<.05 level in three of the
models, at the p<.10 in one model (tangible product firms), and insignificant among high tech
firms. For the market-driven strategy analyses, the group level was significant at the p<.05 level in
three of the models, at the p<.10 level in one model (service firms), and insignificant among high
tech firms. For the sustainability-centered strategy analyses, two of the models were significant at
p<.05, one at p<.10 (low tech firms) and two insignificant (service firms and high tech firms).
The variance accounted for by the strategic group level which was defined based on a
stakeholder-focused approach ranged from .78 percent among tangible product firms to 6.22
percent for low/stable tech firms. In the case of market-driven strategy, the range started at .01
percent in the high tech sample and peaked at 2.06 percent in the low/stable tech sample. For the
groups defined based on the sustainability-centered approach, the range of the strategic group
effect was .96 for service firms to 3.38 percent for high tech firms.
An interesting finding was that the strategic group level explained less variance than the
firm and industry levels in 10 of the 15 models. However, four of the five models where the group
level outperformed the industry level occurred for the stakeholder-focused strategy (the exception
was among tangible product firms). In three of the five cases (overall sample, service firms, and
low/stable tech firms), the stakeholder strategy outperformed groups defined by the market-driven
and sustainability-centered approaches, lending additional credence to firms developing their
strategy based on a stakeholder-focused approach (i.e., Hypothesis 2).
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In analyzing the segmented samples, we found that the stakeholder-focused strategy has a
larger effect among service firms (4.94 percent) than it does among tangible product firms (.78
percent). In addition, the stakeholder strategy effect is larger among low/stable tech firms (6.22
percent) than it is for high tech firms (3.07 percent). These results provide support for Hypotheses
3 and 4. Furthermore, these effects in the service and low/stable tech samples also drive the results
in the overall sample. The stakeholder-focused strategy effect in the overall sample (5.58 percent)
outperformed the industry-level effect (3.08 percent).

5. Discussion
The primary focus of this study is to examine the relative value of firms adopting one of
three different marketing strategies to achieve customer-brand relationships resulting in firm
performance. The traditional view of marketing strategy, especially as rooted within a market
orientation perspective, is captured within a marketing strategy labeled the market-driven
approach. Ethics and social responsibility foundations stemming from a stakeholder-focused
approach and a sustainability-centered approach are also included. In this research, our primary
argument is that when firms develop and implement different types of marketing strategy, the
corresponding brand communications, images, and core values, and more importantly
products/services they are able to offer shape customers’ perceptions of and experience with the
firms/brands. Thus, customers’ connections with firms using various marketing strategies are
different, leading to variations in firm performance.
Overall, the results reveal that placing more emphasis on a broad set of stakeholders (i.e.,
customers, employees, suppliers, shareholders, communities, and regulators) by devoting attention
and resources to addressing their simultaneous interests when developing marketing strategy is
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relatively more important for building a superior customer-brand relationship than is engaging in
more limited market-driven or sustainability-centered efforts. This finding holds across service
and low/stable technology firms. For tangible product firms, a sustainability-centered approach to
marketing strategy making is more effective for firms to achieve better firm performance. These
findings and the more intricate and fine-grained results have a number of managerial and public
policy implications.
Many firms today formulate and implement marketing strategies in accordance with
multiple stakeholders and/or a triple bottom line focus on sustainability issues (cf. Handelman &
Arnold, 1999). An important contribution of this study is that it is the first to demonstrate that, in
general, developing a marketing strategy based on a stakeholder-focused approach (i.e., taking
into consideration the needs and interests of the six primary stakeholders) is more effective than
strategy making based on market-driven or sustainability-centered approaches. While we take an
instrumental approach, the implications for a normative stakeholder focus based on values is
strong. Also, as an empirical research that aims to provide abundant managerial implications, the
instrumental approach seems to fit more in our context (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Specifically,
our research suggests that firms that are “stewards for a better society,” and thereby attend to the
demands of a broad set of stakeholders when developing marketing strategies (Laczniak &
Murphy, 2012), are rewarded from a firm performance standpoint. As stated, this firm
performance may be associated with social responsibility that enhances customer relationships and
satisfaction (Luo & Bhattacharya, 2006). Also, ethicality of the brand can relate to a stakeholderfocused strategy, and the positive relationship between ethicality of a brand and both brand trust
and brand effect, can result in increasing brand sales and performance (Singh, Iglesias, & BatistaFoguet, 2012). As such, this study provides confidence and encouragement to executives to
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accommodate the needs of a broader set of stakeholders when they develop and implement
marketing strategies. In addition, this research is able to respond to the calls that more
investigations are in need to determine relationships between brand ethicality and brand
preferences and loyalty, given that more and more consumers possess strong motivations for
“ethical” consumption associated with social responsibility (Davies & Gutsche, 2016).
In the overall results, the stakeholder-focused approach accounted for approximately 6
percent of the variance compared with about 2 and 1 percent, respectively, for the market-driven
and sustainability-centered approaches. Brush and Bromiley (1997) pointed out that when
interpreting variance components, their relative importance can be examined via the square root of
the variance at each level of analysis. In terms of firm performance (Tobin’s Q), the relative
importance of the market-driven approach (9.90 percent) and sustainability-centered approach
(8.94 percent) is roughly half as important as the industry (18.65 percent for the industry in the
market-driven sample and 18.91 percent for the industry in the sustainability-centered sample) in
which the firm operates in the sample of all firms (see Table 3). However, using the stakeholderfocused approach, the relative importance of the strategic group level is about 1.5 times that of the
industry (17.28 percent for the group level vs. 12.83 percent for the industry level). This relative
importance holds consistently for stakeholder-focused firms when analyzing service-focused
firms, low/stable technology firms, and high technology firms (the only exception is tangible
product firms). These three approaches’ relative importance reinforces that firms ought to consider
all primary stakeholders’ demands and cope with them effectively rather than stressing profit
maximization.
Insert Table 3 about here
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Our results also suggest that catering to the needs of multiple stakeholders is especially
important for service and low/stable technology firms. In other words, these firms are better off
developing a marketing strategy based on a stakeholder-focused approach. The justifications for
such a suggestion are that it seems that since service firms are inherently relationship based (e.g.,
Grönroos, 1995), they are more proficient than tangible product firms in developing and
maintaining strong stakeholder relationships. Similarly, low/stable technology firms are more
effective at translating stakeholder-focused efforts into firm performance, in that the more stable
environment affords these firms a better opportunity to learn what their primary stakeholders
demand and to implement strategies to meet such demands. These better outcomes of
implementing a stakeholder-focused strategy can be communicated to customers in a more
effective way, which shapes customers’ perceptions of firms favorably and enhances customerbrand relationships and firm performance ultimately. It is also possible that low/stable technology
firms have more brand visibility than high technology firms, and therefore, have more consumer
awareness about their business ethics and social responsibility.
While our findings support the superiority of developing marketing strategies that meet the
needs of multiple stakeholders, this is not always the case. For tangible product firms, developing
a marketing strategy by adopting a sustainability-centered approach to doing business is more
effective. This result is counterintuitive as it implies that the interests of the customers, suppliers,
and employees – crucial stakeholder groups – are not as important as the claims of the
shareholders, regulators, and communities. On the other hand, due to the nature of a tangible
product, these firms have a more visible opportunity for incorporating sustainability into social
responsibility initiatives that impact these key stakeholders, including customers’ perceptions of
the firms/brands. Social responsibility from a stakeholder perspective includes social issues,
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employee well-being, legal responsibilities, philanthropy, consumer protection, and corporate
governance as well as sustainability (Ferrell et al., 2017). Sustainability is usually the most visible
social responsibility issue for tangible products, which possibly explains our results.

6. Conclusions
While market-driven strategies have been linked to superior firm performance,
sustainability-centered and stakeholder-focused strategies have emerged as alternative marketing
performance linkages. These different marketing strategy approaches shape brand images and
value propositions that affect firm performance. Consumers experience the strategies through their
interaction with and awareness of the brand. These strategy approaches can be benchmarked for
ethical, social, and economic performance driven by these customer-brand relationships. This
study, using secondary data, finds that placing more emphasis on a broad set of stakeholders when
developing marketing strategy is most important in achieving superior performance. While there
are exceptions, such as tangible product firms that are more effective using a sustainabilitycentered approach, in all cases either a stakeholder approach or a sustainability-centered approach
is superior in improving customer-brand relationships and performance. There can possibly be an
integration of these two approaches while still maintaining a market orientation (Crittenden et al.,
2011). A call for strategic change is found in research which indicates that companies that change
strategies regularly outperform companies that change strategies irregularly (Klarner & Raisch,
2013).
These findings have implications for marketing and public policy. While Laczniak and
Murphy (2012) view that marketers are primarily pragmatic and firm-centric, they call for
normative and aspirational ethical standards, more consideration of social responsibility issues,
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and greater engagement with external stakeholder networks. Our findings provide encouragement
that there are strengths in focusing on external stakeholders and a strong linkage to favorable
brand images in consumers’ mind and eventually superior performance. The opportunity exists to
provide market-driven approaches as a major part of the “social contract” that firms have with
their stakeholders. The other is the social responsibility to engage stakeholders, creating a societalgrounded license for economic profit (Laczniak & Murphy, 2012). According to Wilkie and
Moore (2011), scientific, managerial, and micro-level theoretical perspectives have continued to
dominate marketing. In the last 5 years, the Journal of Business Research has published 12 market
orientation, 10 sustainability, 18 stakeholder, and 40 social responsibility (CSR) titled articles.
This is a strong indication that social responsibility and stakeholder research is gaining traction.
The articles with social responsibility and stakeholder publications more than double the number
published with market orientation and sustainability in the title. This indicates that there is
increasing knowledge about the linkage of social responsibility and stakeholder-focused approach
to strategy. A stakeholder focus can address the concerns of social issues and consumer protection
as they relate to various constituents. The linkage of stakeholder concerns with superior
performance is a win-win solution for the common good and social responsibility. Further
evidence to support this approach is Ethisphere’s findings that the World’s Most Ethical
companies outperformed the U.S. large CAP index by 6.67% in 2017 (Ethisphere, 2018).
Serving as a starting point, this research calls for further investigation into how a firm’s
relationships with its primary stakeholders affect customer-brand relationship and are shaped by
ethical and socially responsible touch points. Theoretically, these primary stakeholders include
customers, employees, suppliers, shareholders, communities, and regulators. Another important
avenue for future research centers on the influence of secondary stakeholders, such as the media
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and special interest groups, that are not vital for the firm’s survival but can still mobilize public
opinion in favor of or against a firm (Clarkson, 1995). We conjecture that they may also have a
profound impact on customer-brand relationship given their influence on the public. While this
study uses firm-based secondary data, there is a need for more consumer research related to ethical
and sustainable consumption (Sudbury-Riley & Kohlbacher, 2016). In addition, direct
examinations on the relationship of sustainability-centered and stakeholder-focused strategies to
customer brand attitude could provide more insights related to firm performance. Also, given our
results on the relationship between a sustainability view and firm performance in tangible product
firms, future research needs to delve deeper into our findings and to determine whether they hold
across different contingencies and whether the three strategies can be used in any form of a
combinative manner (e.g., Hult, 2011; Sheth et al., 2011) to drive firm performance.
In a general sense, this study answers calls for research that incorporates marketing
strategy insights from an expanded view of marketing beyond its traditionally heavy emphasis on
customers (e.g., Bhattacharya, 2010; Hult et al., 2011; Maignan & Ferrell, 2004; Smith et al.,
2010). In addition, this research provides a foundation to explore customer-brand relationships
that create enduring customer value and performance linkage (Kumar & Reinartz, 2016). Finally,
research is needed to assess how to prioritize and address the co-creation of value with various
stakeholders. Additionally, how can public policy decision makers take knowledge about the
benefits of a stakeholder and sustainability approach and provide rewards or incentives to firms
that shift to these strategies?
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Table 1
Sample sizes of firms, strategic groups, and industries.

Sample

Level of
analysis

Focus of the strategic group
StakeholderSustainabilityMarket-driven
focused
centered
approach
approach
approach

Industry
All
Strategic group
firms
Firm

9
17
1716

9
23
1716

9
21
1716

Industry
Product
Strategic group
firms
Firm

4
6
825

4
10
825

4
9
825

Industry
Service
Strategic group
firms
Firm

5
11
891

5
13
891

5
12
891

Industry
High tech
Strategic group
firms
Firm

3
7
317

3
9
317

3
7
317

Industry
Low/stable
Strategic group
tech firms
Firm

9
17
1399

9
23
1399

9
21
1399
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Table 2
The effects of the firm, strategic group, and industry levels on firm performance (Tobin’s Q).
Focus of the strategic group
Stakeholderfocused approach
Level of
analysis

Market-driven
approach

Sustainabilitycentered approach

Variance
component

Percent
of total

Variance
component

Percent
of total

Variance
component

Percent
of total

Industry
All Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0185
0.0335
0.5487
0.6008

0.0308
0.0558
0.9134
1.0000

0.0377
0.0106
0.5528
0.6011

0.0626
0.0177
0.9197
1.0000

0.0380
0.0085
0.5534
0.5999

0.0634
0.0142
0.9225
1.0000

Industry
Product Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0241
0.0020
0.2295
0.2555

0.0942
0.0078
0.8980
1.0000

0.0202
0.0050
0.2275
0.2527

0.0800
0.0197
0.9003
1.0000

0.0216
0.0055
0.2250
0.2522

0.0858
0.0219
0.8923
1.0000

Industry
Service Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0158
0.0447
0.8456
0.9061

0.0174
0.0494
0.9332
1.0000

0.0431
0.0154
0.8546
0.9130

0.0472
0.0169
0.9360
1.0000

0.0457
0.0087
0.8583
0.9127

0.0500
0.0096
0.9404
1.0000

Industry
High tech Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0028
0.0119
0.3710
0.3856

0.0072
0.0307
0.9621
1.0000

0.0166
0.0000
0.3719
0.3886

0.0427
0.0001
0.9572
1.0000

0.0045
0.0130
0.3670
0.3844

0.0116
0.0338
0.9546
1.0000

Industry
Low/stable Strategic group
tech firms Firm
Total

0.0167
0.0401
0.5871
0.6439

0.0260
0.0622
0.9118
1.0000

0.0367
0.0132
0.5927
0.6426

0.0571
0.0206
0.9223
1.0000

0.0410
0.0079
0.5954
0.6442

0.0636
0.0122
0.9242
1.0000

Sample
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Table 3
The relative importance of firm, strategic group, and industry levels.
Focus of the strategic group
StakeholderMarket-driven
Sustainabilityfocused approach
approach
centered approach
% of
Variance
explained

Relative
importance

% of
Variance
explained

Relative
importance

% of
Variance
explained

Relative
importance

Industry
All Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0308
0.0558
0.9134
1.0000

0.1283
0.1728
0.6989
1.0000

0.0626
0.0177
0.9197
1.0000

0.1865
0.0990
0.7145
1.0000

0.0634
0.0142
0.9225
1.0000

0.1891
0.0894
0.7215
1.0000

Industry
Product Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0942
0.0078
0.8980
1.0000

0.2286
0.0657
0.7057
1.0000

0.0800
0.0197
0.9003
1.0000

0.2062
0.1022
0.6916
1.0000

0.0858
0.0219
0.8923
1.0000

0.2114
0.1068
0.6818
1.0000

Industry
Service Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0174
0.0494
0.9332
1.0000

0.1000
0.1683
0.7317
1.0000

0.0472
0.0169
0.9360
1.0000

0.1652
0.0988
0.7360
1.0000

0.0500
0.0096
0.9404
1.0000

0.1732
0.0758
0.7510
1.0000

Industry
High tech Strategic group
firms Firm
Total

0.0072
0.0307
0.9621
1.0000

0.0682
0.1413
0.7905
1.0000

0.0427
0.0001
0.9572
1.0000

0.1731
0.0074
0.8196
1.0000

0.0116
0.0338
0.9546
1.0000

0.0849
0.1449
0.7702
1.0000

Industry
Low/stable Strategic group
tech firms Firm
Total

0.0260
0.0622
0.9118
1.0000

0.1181
0.1827
0.6993
1.0000

0.0571
0.0206
0.9223
1.0000

0.1779
0.1069
0.7152
1.0000

0.0636
0.0122
0.9242
1.0000

0.1905
0.0834
0.7261
1.0000

Sample

Level of
analysis
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Fig. 1
A depiction of the multilevel modeling of effects at the firm, strategic group, and industry levels
on firm performance.
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